DRY DRAYTON REMEMBERED
By John Hacker
With illustrations by Douglas Shapley
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Our Village
The village of Dry Drayton was known as wald or wood Draitone during medieval times, most probably because
of the forest that is reported to have stretched from Crafts Hill to the villages of Croydon and Hatley behind
Arrington on the A14. This wooded area was largely cleared by the XIIth century. The name Drayton was derived
from the Anglo-Saxon 'dray', meaning 'slope' and 'ton' - settlement; hence the 'settlement on the slope'. 'Dry'
was doubtless appended to distinguish our Drayton from the many others throughout the country, especially
Fen Drayton, lying five miles to the north-west.
Dry Drayton lies five miles west-north-west of Cambridge. The parish covers about 2.500 acres. In the past the
village held a plot of land in each corner of parish. At the south corner, opposite Hardwick Road, a five-acre plot,
known as White Pits was enclosed by Terah Hooley and added to his Scotland Farm estate shortly after the tum
of the century. This area is the highest point of the parish, some 230 feet above sea level. The plot at the north
corner of our parish, before it was severed to become part of Bar Hill in March 1966, was known as Sparrow
Field, an acre lying only 60 feet above sea level. This was our lowest point. The soil of our lands is red boulder
clay to the north-west and blue gault clay in the flatter lands to the south-east. The village stands in a line
between the two. The latter clay was used in the past for making clay bats, building blocks made of clay and
straw used in old dwellings. The brick pits halfway along Madingley avenue are believed to have been used for
building Madingley Hall.
The parish is drained by two streams that dry up in the summer. The Creek runs from Scotland Farm, one field
down to the west on the Childerley side of the Scotland 'ridge' road, and down through Bar Hill. It starts as little
more than a ditch by the St. Neots road at the boundary between Caldecote and Hardwick and then runs through
two ponds, one on each side of Scotland Farm, travelling between the two for some considerable distance in an
underground brick culvert. There used to be a ram pump housed in a small white building just below the outfall
of the second pond. Before the advent of piped water this machine supplied all the needs of the farm. It could
be plainly heard from the road as it clicked and clanked the water uphill, using only the flow of the stream to
provide driving power. The far bank of the stream used to be lined with mature willows from the pump-house
through all the farmlands.
The bridle path from Scotland Road to Childerley crosses the Creek shortly after entering Rectory farmlands. This
path used to be a carriageway twenty feet wide before being cleared to make two fields into one. It used to run
past a fishpond plantation, which most probably provided our rectors with fish for Fridays, since this farm was
glebe land.
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Callow Brook leaves Hardwick parish by Weatherheads, running along the valley to the east of Scotland Road to
turn sharp right at the old village reservoir at the junction of Madingley Road with Park Lane. It then follows
along this narrow country lane, completely hidden by overgrown hedgerows in places, to take another rightangle turn one field from the parish boundary, or Mare Way. It later becomes Beck Brook after passing beneath
bridleway 12 from the A14 to Madingley up to Girton parish. At the end of the woodland, known as Little Shrubs,
our parish boundary is shared with Madingley for approximately two miles. The footpath by Little Shrubs is but
a short distance but it affords one of the most interesting glimpses of a local natural stream left untouched in its
rustic charm.
The old parish reservoir lies behind the white concrete posts and single rail opposite Park Lane junction, away
from the stream from which it was fed towards the church. The two taller posts, set fairly close together, used
to secure a fixed ladder down into the well of this long, narrow and deep chamber, now completely silted up. It
is at this point that flooding occurs after periods of heavy rain. In earlier years water was a frequent source of
anxiety to the Parish Council - the lack of wholesome drinking water in summer and the excess of flood water in
winter.
Our Parish Council records are lodged in the Records Office at the Shire Hall. These include the original Minute
Book from 1894, when the Local Government Act instituted the first democratically elected local administration.
This was at first opposed by those who believed they had a God-given right to rule, but on December 4th 1898
public meetings were called in parishes throughout the country to elect a council to administer local interests.
Here in Dry Drayton between thirty and forty people attended, who elected five councillors, including the rector,
the Rev. Richard Winkfield, who served for many years.
During the early years, parish councillors had a wider range of commitments than today. There were
appointments such as village constables, parish surveyors and village overseers; they were concerned with such
important areas as unemployment, poverty and poor housing (some houses were unfit for habitation) - and
maintaining the village fire engine. In the Dry Drayton fire engine was found to be in need of new wheels and
new pipes, as well as a new coat of paint. The council agreed to this. provided that the cost was under £3.
However, in 1908 the machine was pronounced unfit for use and an estimate of £35 was produced for a new
machine and a shed in which to store it. A public meeting was held to discuss the matter and the fire engine
faded from the agenda.
In 1908 there was a request "to provide more convenient allotments for parish residents", for self-sufficiency in
vegetables was an absolute necessity for the rural dweller. Applications were made for two smallholdings - one
of thirty and the other of twenty acres. There appears to have been a lack of willingness on the part of local
landowners and there was no further mention of the allotments until 1919 when the council was asked to
reconsider the demand - no doubt prompted by the return of those fortunate enough to have survived the Great
War.
In 1913 it was suggested that a reading room for young men should be provided. Negotiations to use the Old
Baptist Chapel in Park Lane were successful and Mr. Winkfield offered to pay the £7 10s 0d for the necessary
alterations. The reading room opened on January 1st 1914. The Education Act of 1870 was beginning to bear
fruit.
For the old order was changing. Power was slipping away from the establishment who had branded the Local
Government Act a 'Peasants' Charter' and questioned the right and the ability of simple labouring folk to run
their own lives. For the first time in our history, humble working folk had the legitimate rights of citizenship - the
liberty to vote and the right to be elected.
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The Village Sign
Our village sign was erected on Feast Day, 29th June 1980, in the centre of the green opposite the church gate.
The village name surmounts a cartwheel. This represents the agricultural part of the community which, until
recent years, was totally dependent on farming.
The shield is a replica of our village school badge. On it the
crossed keys are the symbol of St. Peter and the crossed
swords that of St. Paul to whom our parish church is
dedicated. The knives are the symbol Of St. Bartholomew;
the whips Of St. Guthlac who, along with Our Lady, form the
emblem of Crowland Abbey to whose estate Dry Drayton
contributed a manor for many centuries and in whose
records much of our history is recorded.
The post, given by Adrian Peck, was one of the timbers from
the old Edinburgh Barn which stood to the west of Blackthorn
Spinney for over a century. The wheel was given by Walter
Scambler. This is an old donkey cartwheel of unusual
construction, having fourteen spokes.
The carpentry was the work of Charlie Baker who also
prepared and painted the wheel. David Wyatt made and
welded the name and mounting and produced the shield in
metal. Peter Jeevar painted the shield in traditional colours
and John Vertue was closely involved throughout.

The Village Hall
Our original village hall, known as the Institute, was a wooden hut which had formerly been an First World War
army hospital hut. This served the community for almost forty years until building started on our present hall
early in 1966, to be opened on June 24th 1967.
Until the beginning of the last war the Institute was run in a well-ordered manner, though not with the restraints
of the present building. During the war, a more relaxed and happy-go-lucky atmosphere prevailed, largely
through service personnel who, in the prime of life and often a long way from home and family, not knowing
what tomorrow held in store, would really let their hair down.
Ballroom dances to live bands were regular events in the thirties. It was on one such occasion that a group of
local lads tried to gain entry late in the evening, knowing full well that the rules which stated that no-one arriving
after pub closing hours would be admitted. Upon refusal with ensuing arguments, they withdrew to hold a
council of war, seeking retribution. It was not long after that some of the revellers from inside the hall began to
emerge muttering about the ventilation. Soon a mass exodus followed, coughing, wheezing, and sneezing into
the fresh evening air, much to the amusement of the malcontents.
The old hall was heated by two open fires on the back wall, whose chimney stacks were built outside. It was easy
to climb up and drape wet sacks over the top, causing the building to fill with choking smoke and fumes from the
coke fires.
The instigator of this outrage was prone to mischief. His zest for life and fun was a constant source of trouble,
especially to his poor dear mother. Yet his irrepressible nature stood him in good stead when as a senior NCO
he led patrols behind the Japanese lines during the Burma campaign. How many of our now departed citizens,
soldiers and statesmen achieved distinction after being branded good-for-nothing tearaways!
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Woods and Meadows
Until some thirty to forty years ago the centre of Dry Drayton and the whole of its immediate surround was
permanent pasture much of it divided into small enclosures. Each farm had its horse paddocks that provided
food, shelter and exercise for domestic animals, cattle, horses, and the barnyard chickens, along with an odd pig
or two, sporting a nose well-adorned with rings punched through the tip to prevent rooting, locally known as
rootling. It used to be said that only part of a pig which couldn't be used was its squeal.
The grassland began on Scotland Road at Rectory Farm,
extending down to the farm and from there across
behind the old rectory to Proctors Farm boundary. This
latter, although chiefly arable still, had its home closes
that lay sheltered from the west by the old rectory
woodland. There was also a meadow between the
Village Institute (now the Village Hall) and Victory
Terrace with Ivetts pond accessible from the road to
provide water for residents in that part of High Street.
Drill Lodge, the triangular field at the end of High Street
between the Drift to Bar Hill and Green Drift, used to be
scrub land - meadow interspersed with thorn bushes,
wild roses, and the like. Both sides Of Pettitts Lane with
the exception of the Gold Field Allotments were small
enclosed pastures. The Crafts Hill farmlands to the
south-east extended down to the Oakington Road,
bounded by the footpath at the far end of Pettitts Lane
to Oakington Road and including the field between the
copse of very tall elms, recently felled.
Duck End Farm is the only unit in the whole village to increase its area of grassland, which now embraces the
entire farm as far as the Mare Way. There are also two large meadows on the opposite side of the Madingley
Road between the road to Chivers Orchards and France, south-east of the Callow Brook back towards the land
of Scotland Farm. In the past France was well-wooded grazing land and a joy for blackberry-pickers. It is now
included in Church Farm, the whole of which was parkland with individual trees, spinneys, and ponds, partitioned
by wooden post and rail fences. Now only a small natural wildlife sanctuary is preserved between the Church
and the reservoir.
The village sat in the middle of this green oasis of permanent grassland covering almost 300 acres. The only
cultivated land was in cottage gardens and the allotments. The plough has encroached into the very heart of our
settlement. In doing so, many of the small grassy paddocks, of which more than thirty contained less than six
acres, have disappeared along with their boundary hedgerows and trees.
The meadowlands with their tall and often overgrown hedgerows, usually interspersed with forest trees provided
shade and shelter, not only for farm animals, but for the whole kingdom of nature, which flourished in harmony
with man's rustic husbandry. These small closes were veritable suntraps, each a secluded paradise in which
wildflowers flourished in variety and profusion, amongst molehills and ant-heaps. Bees, butterflies, and myriads
of their insect cousins sang and danced, lived, and died. Birds and animals relaxed and basked in the tranquillity
of high summer, recovering from the demands of parenthood. All enjoyed feasting in the season of plenty; this
autumn abundance was so bountiful that it spilled over into the winter in sufficient quantity to attract seed- and
fruit-eating migrants to replace the insect-eating visitors of the summer.
Agriculture lived in Close harmony with nature before the calculated ruthless application of modern technology.
Admittedly crop failures through pest and disease occurred, but these were accepted philosophically as acts of
God, since all blights came with the east wind. Poverty demanded the use of all available commodities, and
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natural materials, being cheap and abundant, were used in ways almost forgotten now. Hedgerows received
greater care, since they formed boundaries and stock-proof enclosures; any gaps were filled by pushing bundles
of bushes into the opening, for wire was an expensive luxury. Round wood posts and rails for fencing, beams for
buildings, handles for forks, shovels, flails, thatching spits, ladders, carts and even ploughs were made from local
timber. Trees were cropped - hence the rows of pollarded elms that used to run down from the Scotland Road
behind the church. Coppicing was practised to provide faggots for lighting fires to bake bread or boil the copper.
Willow was harvested for basket-making.
Rustic fences were made by driving a double row of stakes in the ground two feet apart. The space between was
filled by packing lengths of bushes, each partly overlapping the one beneath. These were trodden down firmly,
and additional layers were added to form an impenetrable screen some four feet high, which acted as an
enclosure, often used as a lambing pen. Shelters for animals were made by erecting posts, usually of elm or ash,
as these were commonest hereabouts, on top of which a frame of poles was erected about six feet high.
Brushwood was scattered on to this frame. forming a platform to support several feet of ditch trimmings,
consisting of coarse grasses which became compacted in time to provide a warm, waterproof shelter.
Farming in grandfather's day was hard and precarious, and backbreaking toil was the order of the day. Yet we,
with all our leisure, our education, and our technology, have lost the ability to innovate; our forebears had the
wit and the intelligence to make so much from so little.

The Huntingdon Road
The old VIA DEVANA used to be a quiet country road, used more by horse traffic than motorised power. Herds
of cattle and flocks of sheep were often driven along it, which necessitated gates at every field entrance to
confine the animals on the road. Thick stockproof hedges ran along either side. My mother used to reminisce
about the times when, as a child, she was left in charge of cattle as they grazed the verges. She also used to tell
of a man from Swavesey who walked regularly to Cambridge each week, vaulting every five-barred gate along
the way - and there were many!
Chivers Farm used to breed Lincoln Red Shorthorn cattle. Young bulls being prepared for the show ring and for
sales were reared at Catch Hall Farm. In order to train these bulls for handling they were walked up and down
the Huntingdon Road frequently, as many as half a dozen, each with their attendant cowman - labour was
cheaper then. Fox hounds from the Barton kennels would trot along the road on their way to a meet in
neighbouring villages, accompanied by two or three whips on horseback in their red coats.
I remember, too, teams of six or eight horses pulling timber-jills as they transported whole forest tree trunks to
sawmills, for large, mature trees were plentiful in hedgerows around fields and meadows.
Gipsy caravans. decorated in many colours. were pulled by piebald ponies, sometimes two or three abreast.
Family units of two or three wagons were seen with buckets and nosebags swinging from hooks. They were
almost invariably followed by a light two-wheeled open cart pulled by one pony, with spare horses walking
behind, whilst lurcher dogs wandered under the cart behind the pony's heels.
Tramps were a familiar sight, as they walked the road in both directions all day and every day. Many were exservicemen. some genuinely seeking employment, whilst others had become so conditioned to wandering freely
that they were true vagabonds.
One of my most poignant memories is that of the Durham Hunger Marchers marching in long columns four
abreast down the road on their way to a big rally in London. They marched in silence save for the sound of a
spoon which one man in the middle of the column tapped on a tin plate strapped to the pack of the man in front.
This regular beat co-ordinated the step, since most men had only soft shoes or boots with quiet tread. Here
again, many had served their country in its hour of need, but the government did not want to know them when
the need was theirs.
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As labour was cheap and plentiful, "lengths men" were appointed to
look after the roads. Each man was responsible for maintaining a
specified section of road. Wheelbarrow loads of large granite chips
from heaps placed at convenient distances alongside the road were
used for filling in holes and worn places. He chopped back the grass
to make neat edges, cut out gutters to let off surface water, mowed
the verges in summer, cut back encroaching weeds and hedges,
brushed and shovelled up mud and horse muck and took considerable
pride in his patch.
In my early years, a car on the Huntingdon road was a rare occurrence.
They were simple machines by today's standards; many had folding
canvas hoods, wooden spokes with running boards on either side. A
two-gallon petrol can was clamped on one side, since filling stations
were few and far between, and on the other side a spare wheel. The
rear of the motorcar usually sported a luggage rack.

The occasional commercial vehicle was small. Lorries rarely had a capacity of more than two tons (more usually
one ton) on a platform with no sides or tailboard and with solid tyres since pneumatic tyres were in an early
stage of development. There were no pressure gauges and no recommended pressures. One tested a bicycle
tyre with the thumb and a car or lorry tyre with the toe. Since a kick couldn't differentiate between fifteen- and
fifty-pounds pressure, there were far more expensive blow-outs by the few road-users than by all the
tremendous flow of traffic today. Nor was there any recommended depth of rubber tread; as a child I used to
be fascinated to watch the white flashes at each revolution of the wheel, where the tyres were worn down to
the white rubber in which the canvas was embedded, as the vehicle drove into the distance.
The advent of the motor car necessitated the need for firm, even surfaces. There are accounts of early cars
trundling along at what we would consider a crawl; yet leaving a pall of dust hanging in the air for hundreds of
yards.
Coal tar, a residue from the gas works, came to the rescue. It was transported in forty-gallon wooden barrels to
be loaded on to a horse-drawn tar-boiler. A couple of flexible pipes were fixed to broom-heads where a tap
allowed the hot tar to trickle down the bristles and be brushed over the road surface. It was a dirty, messy job,
as the men with the brooms had to walk over the hot, sticky tar behind the machine, while other roadmen loaded
wheelbarrows with small granite chips from roadside heaps and scattered them over the tarred surface with a
swing of the shovel known as springeing. The surface was then rolled flat with a steamroller.
Today, staggering quantities of prepared materials are conveyed by fleets of lorries to road-laying machines that
leave a surface as level as a billiard table.
Now the Huntingdon road carries the heaviest traffic of any road in the county and the outcome for nature is
increasingly tragic. One has only to look at the underside of any car bonnet in autumn to see the remains of
insects sucked in through the grille. Moths, which have reached maturity after weeks, months or, in some cases,
years, as a grub, caterpillar or nymph, are attracted to the lights of the car and destroyed while on their nuptial
flight. Birds, especially young birds who have not yet attained proficiency in flight, also fall victim to fast-moving
vehicles and, however swift or cunning a cat or a fox may be, one often sees a little patch of fur flattened on the
road. No grass snake or sand lizard could cross a dual carriageway safely, since they are only active during the
warmer part of the day when the traffic is at its heaviest.
It makes one wonder, if, perhaps, our old ways were not so bad after all and if we should have left the honour of
being our only organised road builders to the Romans.
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The Village School

Dry Drayton Parochial School was founded by deed on 10th April 1738 and was rebuilt between 1856 and 1857,
when the old schoolhouse and end classroom were constructed. The front pan was added in living memory several of our senior citizens recall the event during their schooldays. It is a Church of England Voluntary
Controlled School, that is to say that the ownership of the property rests with the church, although the
maintenance of the fabric and all internal furnishings and equipment are a cost on the general rate.
The governing body consists by law of two foundation governors, appointed by the local church, two appointed
by the Local Education Authority, one by the Parish Council, two parents, one teacher and the Headteacher.
In 1951, when my wife and I took up residence next door, a Miss Curzon had just taken up the tenancy of the old
schoolhouse as Headmistress. In 1954 Mrs. Watcham took over, to be followed in 1955 by Mrs. George, who
acted as temporary Head until Mrs. Spurgin took over in 1956. When she retired in 1965, Mrs. Jordan succeeded
her and when she left in 1972 Mr. Myers was given the assignment. He was followed in 1975 by Mr. Peter
Cornwell and, when he resigned in 1996, the present Head, Mrs. Margaret Prosser, was appointed.
Until 1961 the headteacher lived in the old schoolhouse. Small, poky, and dark, tucked in at the back of the
school, it was primitive in every way. There was no telephone, no running water, only a ‘bucket' loo outside, an
old-fashioned brick copper in the detached washhouse, open fires, and an ever-present problem of damp. This
state of affairs continued even after promises of making it habitable with bath and septic tank, until the new
bungalow was completed and ready for occupation.
Today the old house has been taken into the school; its living room is now used as a staffroom; the small kitchen
has a new doorway opening into the dining area and has been modernised with stainless steel equipment; and
the main bedroom upstairs is the Head's office.
The original iron gates to the school (still to be found by the Black Horse signpost) proved too difficult an angle
for the dental van to enter the playground in 1954. A request in 1957 was made for new gates to be hung on
brick pillars to give dignity to the school entrance. In 1958 a further request from the managers culminated in
the acquisition of that truly rural feature - a genuine five bar farm gate.
The old playground was little more than half the area of today's tarmacadam, when there was twice the number
of pupils. It was enlarged from the original gates down to the road by the Rev. Richard Winkfield, who was rector
from 1894 until his death in 1929. He bought the plot on which stood an old cottage, complete with village
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bakehouse and outbuildings, forming a small courtyard with buildings on three sides and open to the road. This
property, which was owned by a Charles Papworth, a hard-headed businessman and landowner who was
persuaded to cede the freehold for the princely sum of £5. Our worthy cleric, being chairman of the school
managers, donated the plot to the school. In contrast to the rest of the play area, which was gravelled, the new
extension was dusty in summer, muddy and full of puddles in winter and was surrounded on three sides by a sixfoot wide flower border.
When the play area was re-surfaced by Lavender & Bateman in 1959, the whole of the road end was covered,
along with an extra strip the length of the playground in the newly acquired playing field. This grassed recreation
area was bought in 1957 after prolonged negotiations with Bernie Thompson, who had a smallholding there. It
was separated from the school by an iron railing, similar to that in front of the Black Horse. Behind the fence a
wild plum hedge had been planted which grew to a height of 20 feet and proved a constant source of irritation
to the school, but all letters (and there were many!) were studiously ignored. The old field was rough and
uneven. There was a large barn in the centre in which chickens, ducks and geese were kept, possibly even pigs
at an earlier date. There was a pond where willow trees flourished and an apple orchard from which the trees
on the school field originated. A large elm in the hedge, halfway between the turning bay and the Chapel,
produced a profusion of suckers to colonise a considerable area, and a tall pear tree provided an acceptable
perch for the storm cock (mistle thrush), who appeared to abandon Dry Drayton with the loss of its favourite
perch. There was also a well by the front path of the bungalow. All this, and possibly more, now a memory, but
we do have a school playing field in its place!
Electricity was installed in November through the efforts of Charles Carter. Two 100-watt bulbs hung from the
apex of the roof in each room. They replaced three brass oil lamps that hung from the rafters, one in each room.
They were more ornamental than effectual and were only used on the darkest winter afternoons.
Mains water arrived in 1952 to supply the house and school kitchen. Flush loos came later. The school endured
bucket sanitation until a mobile toilet unit was installed and connected to the mains sewer in 1970. The original
lavatory block stood directly in front of the school. It was a red brick building with a slate roof and was divided
into three units - one for girls, one for junior boys and one for senior boys. When the older pupils went to
Impington, the latter was used as a store. In it cleaning materials, such as Jeyes Fluid, were kept along with the
portable folding kiosks used for voting at election times.
In 1971 our village school came under dire threat of closure. Numbers had dropped and Bar Hill was blossoming
just over the hill with a new school of sufficient size to accommodate our children. The village and its people,
led by the late Mr. W. Charles Carter, set to in fighting spirit and the Education Committee was persuaded to
appoint a temporary headmaster for a two-year period. By wonderful good fortune John Myers was chosen. He
pulled up our house of learning by its bootstrings and soon our school became a showpiece for visiting
educationalists. Today, under his able successors, we have a school of which we can all be proud.
Long may our Village School enrich the community of Dry Drayton!

Schooldays
My first encounter with the teacher who had taught my mother before me, proved a bit of a tussle for both of
us, I being finally dragged into school after bruising her shins. Elderly, thick-set, with grey hair still showing traces
of ginger, rolled into a bun at the back; a coarse flat face, heavily peppered with freckles; pebble-lens glasses
perched on a pimple of a nose - this was the fearsome creature whose influence was to model me over the
formative years.
My school days started in the slump period between the wars. Times were hard. There was little, if any, state
help, so people had to be self-reliant. I, along with others, had the better part of two miles to walk to school.
We all wore hob-nailed boots, often ill-fitting or hand-me-downs, which became hard through constantly being
wet in winter. They chafed one's heels, wore holes ('taters') in one's socks and blistered little feet. Often the
brads worked through, piercing the feet. Then we hobbled, half crippled, until the nail was hammered down at
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home. Some children had to stay at home while their boots were repaired; other parents would sit up ‘snobbing’
by oil lamp, using bits of discarded footwear, even pieces cut from worn bicycle tyres.
We started school at the age of five and left at fourteen, during which time we were taught the basic principles
of education - reading, writing and arithmetic, along with religion - it being a church school.
We lived in fear of the school dentist who practised his art with little feeling, or the doctor who looked into our
mouths and ears. We feared the unknown. At the same time, we feared the Attendance Officer, an elderly
gentleman of military bearing who covered the whole Rural District on a bicycle. Any malingering and he was on
your doorstep, as if by some sixth sense, for the school had no telephone.
As with most schools then we were summoned to class by a bell which hung outside. The first long bell rang for
perhaps thirty seconds, some five minutes before time, to warn the dawdlers; the second was a short toll, at
which we had to fall into lines on a narrow strip of asphalt before filing into the cloakroom, where we hung our
hats and coats and dinner bags, since it was too far to go home, and no-one had thought of school dinners. We
always started the day with a scripture reading and hymns, sung to beautiful traditional tunes. Any latecomers
had, in the meantime, tip-toed in and stood on the chalk line that ran the length of the school, awaiting the wrath
and inevitable punishment from miss 'Polly'.
Then came roll-call or register as we knew it. The number of pupils present was chalked on a slate and placed on
top of a cupboard just inside the door. There were usually around 108 pupils, all accommodated in two rooms.
The smaller (heated only by an open coke fire in winter) was the infant room; the larger housed the juniors and
seniors with their teachers, this room being heated by hot water pipes which boiled over every now and then,
splashing the classroom with hot water from expansion cylinders fixed just below the roof at either end.
We sat on forms made from two planks, one to sit on, the other, which acted as a desk, to tuck one's knees
under. These two planks were held together by a cast iron frame at either end. Here we sat, four or six to a
desk, according to size and chanted our tables in unison until they became fixed for life.
The infants were thrown in at the deep end. Theirs was not a life of play. They used slates, since paper was a
luxury the school could ill afford, and how those slate pencils set one's teeth on edge! One graduated to pencils
and rubbers in the juniors, then to pen and ink in the seniors (the latter made from black soot-like powder and
water); a small square of pink blotting paper was used until it could no longer blot. Textbooks for the most part
had rendered service far beyond their expected life span and were tatty and dog-eared with the centre back
binding missing from most. For handicrafts we would beg stamp waste from the village postmistress and use
jam jars of flour paste to stick all manner of things.
Water was either collected in rain butts or from the village pump. The two biggest boys would fetch a pailful
each day before school started tor the resident teacher's domestic use. These same boys had the responsibility
of sharpening pencils on Friday afternoons, cleaning pen nibs and washing out inkwells before holidays, which
only happened at Christmas, Easter, and Summer. There were no half terms until the parson decided to give us
Scripture examinations, after which we had the rest of the day off.
As we had no games equipment or playing fields, our fun was home-made: whips and tops; marbles (usually glass
alleys from the top of beer bottles); hoops or old cycle wheel rims, into which we inserted a stick and trundled
them to school and back home again - not so heavy on the boots as kicking a tin can along the way. Hockey was
played with hedgerow sticks on the road, as there was little traffic apart from farm carts. The first football we
had was given by OXO in return for several hundred Oxo cube packets, then made of cardboard. The whole
school subscribed for many weeks for this cherished ball. We played rounders by wrapping our caps around our
hands and hitting the ball with the peak held across a clenched fist. After Fox and Hounds in winter we often
returned to school wet and dirty after the chase. There were shallow pools in an adjoining meadow which
provided great fun when frozen as we cut candles with our hobnails on the ice.
As I progressed through the school., my early fears of the headmistress changed to admiration. She was a queen
in her own castle. Success or failure rested squarely on her shoulders. Looking back at the rustic material we
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presented, the results did her credit. I last met this dear old lady on a city bus leaving Cambridge railway station
during the war. I was coming home on leave and made myself known to my old headteacher. I thought she was
moved at the sight of a once scruffy urchin now clean and smart in uniform. But my mother told me that in an
earlier war a uniformed acquaintance had not returned, so changing Miss Polly's anticipated life. My once
dragon-like mentor was revealed as tender and warm-hearted and that is how I will always remember her.

Smells
Of our five physical senses smell has the least definition, yet it is the sense that recalls our memories most
promptly, particularly those of our youth when we are most impressionable. Often a particular smell is
associated with an experience or a location.
My memories are of the scintillating freshness of a cool, spring dawn; or the earthy smell after summer rain; the
quiet relaxing coolness as dew begins to form on an autumn evening after a hot hectic day in the harvest fields,
to lie in the grass and savour the lush effusion from crushed stems or relax leaning on the garden gate intoxicated
by the scent of new-mown hay. Or could it be the fragrance of a field of clover in flower? Or the ecstasy, as a
boy, riding on top of a cartload of ‘green meat’ - freshly cut green food to be fed to the animals.
Springtime is an extravaganza of scent: the sheer delight of wild violets which grew in purple carpets by streams
and under the canopy of large hawthorn hedgerows. When in leaf, these hedgerows stifled rank growing weeds,
thus encouraging the low growing violet which flowered early while the sunlight could still filter through.
Bluebells covered large areas in woodlands, whilst the cowslip, always called ‘paggules’ (that's how it was
pronounced) grew on ditch banks, in meadows and old orchards. The heavy scent of May blossoms or the
fragrance of the honeysuckle was followed later by the herald of high summer - the dog rose.
Old thatched cottages built of clay bats with low ceilings had a cool, damp atmosphere, punctuated by pungent
wood smoke, paraffin stoves and oil lamps or candles.
Cooking smells - the rendering down of lard from a home-killed pig, leaving the crisp, crunchy ‘faggots’ regarded
as a delicacy; or the boiling of parts or the pig which modern housewives have never heard of to make brawn;
the aroma of boiling ham or a saucepan of stew or a meat pudding made in a basin with a two-inch suet crust;
fried onions or a fry-up of mushrooms which used to grow as large as dinner plates in the old pastures; the
poignant relish of pickles or chutney making, perhaps the fruity attraction of blackberry and apple jam or the
tang of home-made wine. Washday smells - the copper, fire and stifling effluvium of steam and boiling linen
followed by the pleasing freshness of clean, dry washing after a hot flat iron. The Bakehouse - ah! that mouthwatering smell of fresh baked bread in the relaxing warmth by the oven while the crickets chirped in chorus from
every nook and cranny.
Down the road the blacksmith with his bellows coaxed a handful of coals and the smell of hot metal was followed
by choking fumes when it was plunged hissing and sizzling into cold water; the toe-like smell when horses' feet
were trimmed, followed by a burning stench as the hot shoe scorched its imprint on to the hoof. Step into the
carpenter's shop next door - here the rich clean smell of freshly sawn wood, spiced with paint and linseed oil, as
the carpenter repaired a farm cart or made a new wooden plough.
The medicine cupboard had its share of antiseptic odours: Friar's Balsam; iodine the cure-all antiseptic, but, my!
how it used to sting when applied to an open wound; camphor, a heady distillation used against colds and moths;
smelling salts of solid ammonium carbonate for fainting fits; carbolic soap to kill all the then known germs;
eucalyptus oil to ward off the common cold - some children always had their handkerchiefs soaked in it during
the season of colds and it used to bring a refreshing whiff into the classroom where smells were generally of the
less refined type.
But not all smells are pleasing. Stinking mayweed lives up to its name with its rank unpleasant smell; corn
marigold looks golden and gay, but it has an unpleasant smell to join its other disagreeable attributes: wild or
crow onions have a strong rancid pong - and they are inedible. Animals, too, have their own characteristic smell:
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rats and mice are musty; a fox is repugnant: sheep are oily and disagreeable. But the billy goat tops them all with
his overpowering smell that lingers on everything he touches.

A Cottage in the Country

All too often the past is regarded with nostalgia as having been blissfully idyllic. Such images are flights of fancy.
Life was hard for most people, but for none more than those who worked on the land. Dimwits, clodhoppers, or
yokels were some of the names handed out to them, yet many were intelligent and capable people who had
been born into a thraldom from which there were few avenues of escape. Tied cottages were one of the greatest
forms of bondage until council houses became available. In this village they appeared in the 1930s.
Living conditions were primitive. There were no streetlamps - just narrow, winding roads with open ditches on
at least one side. From the old Rectory wall down to View Farm, Park Street turned through eight sharp bends.
The only surfaced footpath in the village was the 'causey' from the top of the hill down to the white posts at the
bottom.
There must have been four telephones connected to a manual exchange at Madingley - one in the old Rectory
and the others in two or three farms. No working family would have dreamed of having a private telephone!
Our Post Office in the High Street was a telegram office which also served both Lolworth and Childerley. The
messenger received sixpence for delivering the telegram on foot and returning with any replies required.
There was no electricity, gas, mains water, sewage or refuse collection. Water had to be carried from the pump
or pond for washing and drinking; sticks had to be gathered and broken for cooking and warmth. The little house
down the garden needed cleaning and emptying; there was no chain to pull and no piped system to carry
unwanted by-products miles away.
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Old thatched cottages, picturesque and desirable today, were not so comfortable before modernisation. They
were small, damp cold and dark. Many large families had only one room upstairs and one room downstairs. Two
bedrooms were a luxury, and should there be two ground floor rooms, chances were that one of them would be
the best or front room, containing a few precious and treasured pieces of furniture. It was out of bounds for the
family except for weddings, funerals and christenings, all of which happened much more frequently than they
do today.
One often had to step down into the kitchen-living room. but even then, the low beams were a hazard. In the
poorest homes the ceilings were frequently only the undersides of the floor beams above, and I remember some
with sacking nailed to the joists to check the dust from filtering through from the room above.
The rooms were usually dark with only one poky little window hidden behind curtains so that the family lived in
semi-darkness. Doors and windows did not always fit; draughts were accepted as a part of life, but the worst
cracks were stuffed with paper or rag. Folding draught screens were commonly used to deflect the air current
between door and chimney around those warming at the hearth. Brick and tile floors were uneven and worn;
stairs were not a routine fitment; sometimes there was simply a ladder up the hatch and even this might be
external. Before going to bed the children might be sent out for a brisk walk or a jog so that they might be warm
and glowing before getting into a cold bed in a cold room. When there were insufficient covers, coats were used
as extra blankets unless someone had thoughtfully placed a warmed brick wrapped in cloth in the bed.
Clothing was always a problem. Through exposure to weather and the dirt and sweat from rugged toil clothes
were subjected to far harsher treatment than they are today. Harsh carbolic soaps were used, the ironing was
done with a flat iron and the clothes were aired on a string stretched across the kitchen. Replacement was costly.
When a garment could no longer be patched or darned, it was put to other uses. Pudding cloths were squares
of cotton material, often the remnants of bedlinen which also provided rags for handkerchiefs, bandages, and
curling rags for the girls. Useful remnants of material were re-made into clothes for the children -'cut-downs' and the rest were re-cycled as dish cloths, floor cloths and dusters. Even the scraps were not wasted as they
were cut into small strips and stabbed through hessian to make rag rugs.
Before and after work allotments had to be tended, except on Sundays when work was forbidden. Home
produced vegetables were essential, as there were no greengrocers in the country, and plants had to be raised
without the reliable strains of seeds in packets and without pesticides and fertilisers. The pig, destined for the
family larder, had to be fed and there were chickens and rabbits to tend.
At this time the village was largely self-sufficient with its own dressmakers, tailors, cobblers and carpenters who
made rustic furniture and served as village undertakers. Local women acted as midwives and nursed the sick. A
doctor was called only in the most urgent cases for the simple reason that his fees imposed an extra burden on
an already over-extended budget.
Wages were so low that every penny had to be budgeted in order to buy the bare essentials. Holidays were out
of the question, and, in any case, workfolk were entitled to only the four Bank Holidays each year and an extra
day could result in the loss of employment and home. Yet for all their shortages, limitations and suffering it is
probable that our grandparents lived less stressful lives than we do today. They may have worked far longer and
harder than we do, yet they still found time to lean on the garden gate and chat with passers-by.
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Water
Modem technology and engineering have made water so readily available that it
is often taken for granted. That happy state has only become apparent in recent
times. The older generation remember how precious water can be. They had no
seemingly inexhaustible supply at the turn of a tap in this village, until piped mains
water was brought here in 1955. Before this water was treated with care and used
sparingly. When one had to carry home buckets of water often over considerable
distances from pumps, wells and even ponds it became a valuable commodity.
We all had tanks and butts to catch rainwater, which soon became impregnated
with soot, debris and bird droppings washed off the roof. Some folk tried to filter
it, using an old silk stocking over the downpipe, but enough would get through to
provide a rich organic nutrient in which green algae thrived, offering all the
requirements for swarms of gnat larvae.
Our well water was very hard which made it unsatisfactory for washing as the soap would not lather, it only
floated around and curdled. It was therefore used only for drinking. The soft rainwater in tubs or tanks was used
for all washing purposes with no ill effects and we also had freshwater wells. There used to be one of these in
front of each house in Victory Terrace. The village reservoir opposite the Park Lane junction with Madingley
Road, fed by Callow Brook, played a major role in the provision of water to this village in summer. There were
occasions during long, dry periods when its limited supply was rationed to one or two buckets a day.
Ponds, therefore, were a precious resource, jealously guarded. One highly respected parishioner used to recall
how, in younger days, he and his wife used to wait until a neighbour left home to attend her regular evening
service at church, to furtively steal a few pails of water from her pond which stood in front of 21 Pettitts Lane,
thus enabling his wife to do her weekly wash on Monday as custom dictated. An old practice was to place a
container below a field drain where it emptied into a ditch to catch a trickle of water. It was not unknown to
find, when it was time to collect the precious fluid, that someone else had helped themselves and left the empty
container to be refilled.
In January 1902, our Council decided that the parish well, now hidden under the road at a point approximately
opposite Church Farm entrance and at the end of the causeway near Oak Crescent, should be twenty-five feet
deep and seven feet in diameter with a pump, and in 1904 it was discovered that the well should be deeper still.
In 1917 the pump was broken by a runaway horse and in 1918 Mr. Frohock, the owner of the horse, was charged
for the repair.
1921 was a year of prolonged drought and shortage of water caused so much distress that a pump at the top of
the village became necessary. A site opposite Victory Terrace was proposed, but it ended up on the little green
now known as Pump Green.
In that same year, an Incident occurred that became part of village lore. The late Percy Ingle, then a youth, was
working for Arthur Frohock who at that time farmed 600 acres with his uncle Jacob from Lolworth. Percy was
sent to collect water for the farm livestock from the Maddle Pond at Bar House Farm. A horse could trundle an
empty cart down the Drift, but, when loaded, it had to take the long way round by the road. The operation took
a full half day's work. On arriving back at Phypers Farm he was met by Charlie Baker, a recently arrived resident,
who had struck up a friendship with Percy. As they stood chatting by the horse's head, Charlie flicked away an
annoying fly. The quick movement alarmed the horse. Thinking the blow was aimed at him, he reared up and
spilt that half day's work.
This state of affairs lasted until some local health officer condemned all our wells as unfit to provide drinking
water, regardless of the fact that many generations had thrived on it and acclaimed its sweetness and purity.
This placed upon the Rural District Council an obligation to supply water, which they did by placing tanks at
strategic points around the village. These were topped up each week by a lorry which brought water to Dry
Drayton.
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Mains water arrived here in 1952, to become available in the summer of that year. Water in quantity under
pressure from a tap solved some problems only to create others. The plentiful supply of water created the desire
for a bathroom and indoor flushes, which replaced the little wooden huts halfway down the garden with their
galvanised buckets and wads of neatly cut newspapers. Mains drainage was not to reach us for almost two
decades. In the meantime, septic tanks were to suffice, but in our heavy clay water soaks away slowly and so
the outfall found its way into the open ditches and carpeted them with blue sludge that was always proud to
make its presence known, especially in warm weather.
So, remember - never take water for granted!

Washday
Of all the changes in domestic life that have occurred during living memory, there can be few that surpass the
transformation of home laundry. In the past limited facilities made washday a major operation. Was it pride or
a sense of duty that drove the housewife to endure the drudgery exacted every Monday - that being the
traditional washday?
Preparations for this demanding event often began on Sunday with the collection of fuel for the copper fire and
the major task of carrying water. Here in Dry Drayton water was precious. There were few, if any, wells before
the turn of the century and, in any case, the water from these was too hard for washing purposes. Residents had
to rely on surface water, primarily rainwater collected in tubs or baths at the corner of every house. In summer
when these were empty, the only alternative source was from local ponds or the parish reserve on Madingley
Road, and even the use of this was restricted.
An early start was necessary to get the copper boiling. Most homes had a brick-built copper with its fire grate
underneath, set in the comer of the 'wash-house'.
Wearing the customary sack apron the lady of the house would
prepare for an exhausting day in an atmosphere of steam and boiled
linen, ladling water from one container to another, lifting heavy
stewed washing from the copper on a short stick into a wooden washtrough - an oblong watertight box with sloping sides. Here the clothes
were scrubbed, using hard soap and a scrubbing brush on a corrugated
scrubbing board. No magical powders that gobble up dirt - just a few
basic materials: carbolic soap, washing soda crystals, borax, and
ammonia for removing stains. Cubes of synthetic indigo enhanced the
brightness of whites and there was starch to stiffen some fabrics. But
the main ingredient was elbow grease, required in prodigious
quantities for rubbing, scrubbing. wringing, lifting, tending the copper
fire, and carrying water and wet washing.
But that was only the start. Most of the excess water was wrung from the garments by hand before being put
through the heavy metal framed mangle with its wooden rollers guaranteed to crush any button, so these were
removed to be resewn on later.
Wet washing was loosely folded and placed in a shallow wicker basket, often referred to as a 'flasket', to be
carried to the clothesline, a cord suspended between two rustic poles down the kitchen garden. Here the precise
science of hanging the washing was performed. There was a right and a wrong way to peg every article: which
side of the line; how much slack to allow for the movement of air. The heavy sagging lines were propped up by
long slender saplings with a fork at the top, cut from a nearby hedge or thicket.
Mondays regularly provided an exhibition of the washerwoman's skills, as each proudly competed to display the
most brilliant colours, but more particularly the whitest of whites. According to the prevailing weather conditions
lines of linen and calico fluttered gaily, flaked forlornly, or draped despondently. Perhaps Monday was chosen
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to allow the rest of the week to complete the drying process. Often the final drying had to be achieved on lines
suspended across the kitchen or on a clothes horse before the kitchen fire.
Finally, the flat irons which came in many shapes and sizes had to be heated on open fires or kitchen ranges.
They had to be wiped to remove smuts and then spat upon to test the temperature. If it remained and sizzled,
more heat was needed; when it bounced off the iron was ready for use.
And then Monday came round all over again.

Paradise Cottages, Scotland Road, just before they were demolished.

Walking to School in Summer
Wandering along in the freshness of early morning, with the sun just beginning to warm up, one was filled with
a sense of relaxed contentment. A chorus of cuckoos called from every direction, whilst skylarks filled the air
with melody. Small birds in trees and in hedgerows proclaimed their breeding territory and at the same time
serenaded their mates sitting on nests close by. A wealth of bird-life - linnets, chaffinches, yellowhammers. One
bird that left a lasting impression was the com bunting who spent much time sitting on the telephone wires
uttering its wheezy, tinkling call. In flight they seemed clumsy and inept, with small wings held high above a
rotund body, fluttering valiantly to sustain flight whilst their legs dangled loosely. (Most birds tuck their legs
under their bodies when in flight.)
Road verges were then studded with flowering plants along with a variety of grasses. The earliest flowers were
the coltsfoot, similar to small dandelions that emerged before their large round leaves, often pushing their way
through heaps of stone and gravel that lay at intervals along the road as mending material. Then followed
dandelions in profusion. No difficulty collecting enough heads to make dandelion wine! Their yellow mop heads
were a great attraction to small black pollen beetles, who today revel in vast acres of fluorescent rape. Cow
parsley used to be the bane of hay fever sufferers: now rape seems to have superseded the old hemlock as an
irritant.
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Orchards along the route had their moments of floral glory, followed by the May blossom that filled the air with
its pungent perfume; then the heady fragrance of clover fields, sainfoin and lucerne - each with its own agrarian
aroma. All local farms had mixed arable and animal husbandry. No BSE from artificial concentrates then.
Returning home from school was a leisurely ramble. Birds' nesting was an occasional pursuit, their being plenty
of birds with ample nesting sites. One quickly learned to identify each nest by its location and structure; the size
and coloration of the eggs gave a final proof. Although magpies abounded in orchards where pigs fed and rooted
amongst the trees, small birds still flourished including redpolls, siskins and pipits along with the more common
ones we see today.
Scratch grass (also known as goosegrass or cleavers) scrambled in hedgerows; its minute white flowers set an
abundance of small round seeds covered in tiny barbs which attached themselves to hair, fur, clothing and above
all to the woollen knee-length stocking we used to wear. We called them 'sweethearts'. Scratch grass and birds'
nesting seemed synonymous.
On really hot days tar would rise in bubbles the size of large walnuts. What an invitation to small boys to try and
make them pop by treading on them! Our section of the road, like all others at that time, had its very own
roadman, known as a 'lengths-man', who was responsible for the maintenance of his allotted strip. Pinky Bill
was our friendly roadman. I never knew his real name - possibly Mr. Pink, for there was a family of that name
living in the village. We always respectfully addressed him as ' Mr. Bill'. He was a small wiry man with a face like
a crumpled cherub. His blue eyes constantly watered and he constantly dabbed with a large handkerchief at the
tears which ran down both sides of his nose. Like almost all the manual workers of the time, Bill took great pride
in all his labours from mowing the verges with a scythe to chopping back the grass and vegetation which was
forever encroaching on to the road. In the places where rainwater collected in puddles, he cut grips into the
verge, brushing up the horse manure greatly to the benefit of all the herbage growing by the roadside.
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Throughout the summer there was a sequence of flowering 'weeds' which flourished on either side of the road:
birdsfoot trefoil growing in clusters - we called it 'fingers and thumbs'; vetches, cranesbills, hawkweeds, scabious
and agrimony; the aromatic mugwort; the yellow flowered silverweed; restharrow, a prickly ground cover plant
with purple pea-like flowers; wild onions, known as 'crow onions' , that grew about two feet high to carry heads
of small bulbils in place of seed.
Caterpillars were another source of fascination. The black and yellow cinnabar moth caterpillars living on
groundsel or ragwort, or the lackey moth that adorned the hedgerows with large communal silken webs, from
whence the family would sally forth to defoliate considerable areas. The presence of caterpillars was often
revealed by partly eaten leaves. It was by such observation that puss moth caterpillars were located on poplar
trees. These well camouflaged green caterpillars would hunch up with its head tucked in. When tantalised they
would then squirt a stream of caustic fluid at its tormentor. Woolly bears with their long hair - black above,
ginger below - wriggled frantically they crossed the road, though there was little danger of being run over then.
Perhaps that explains why the once common tiger moth is rare today. The large brown caterpillar of the grass
eggar moth was frequently seen jogging across the road in a feverish dash (perhaps the grass in the next field
was greener?). The only dead creatures to be found on the road were an occasional mole - perhaps a young one
searching for a territory of its own which had succumbed to hunger or exposure on the hard-baked soil. Road
speeds posed little threat to wildlife in those leisurely days.

Walking to School in Winter
After the balmy days of summer with its profusion of insects and flowers the shortening days of autumn with its
cooler temperatures becomes the time when the birds steal the limelight. Resident bird numbers are then at
their peak after a breeding season and before the ravages of winter take their toll. They also become more
noticeable as the fields, trees and hedgerows lose their canopy Autumn migrants swell their numbers as they
arrive in flocks, whereas summer visitors appear singly and are often noticed by their calls as the bird remains
concealed in leafy bowers.
There can be little more enthralling than a flight of peewits (lapwings)
as they reconnoitre a field in the evening twilight before settling.
They swoop, wheel, twist and turn back and forth over the area in
complete unison, every manoeuvre perfectly synchronised; no-one
leads, no-one in the ranks co-ordinating each move, as we used to do
in the services when performing special displays. The breath-taking
feats of the Red Arrows are pre-arranged and well-rehearsed set
pieces, but the birds' movements are completely spontaneous.
Another vivid memory as we trudged home from school at around
half past four in the afternoon is of the rooks and jackdaws as they
winged their way to roost at Madingley, flying in an unbroken line as
far as the eye could see in both directions, after a day foraging in the
Fens to the north. Under normal conditions they flew high, keeping
up a constant chorus. The jackdaws' short sharp high-pitched 'Ka',
whilst the rooks answered with a more leisurely 'Karrr'. When the
weather was rough, they tended to stay close to their roost, though,
if they were caught out by strong winds, they flew home close to the
ground, often being forced back by strong gusts, as they rose over
high hedges. They persisted in silence, as they needed all their
energy to face the fury of the gale.
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Starlings flew in tight groups at high speed in silence apart from the rapid swish of their wing beats, yet as soon
as they settled, they would serenade the world around with their harsh song, each trying to outdo his neighbour,
but always keeping a rapier (beak) length apart. (We have a similar system in Parliament, where government
and opposition are separated by one rapier's length and their song is equally unmelodious.)
After harvest house sparrows would frequently gather in flocks of hundreds, creating a noisy clamour during rest
periods in hedgerows. Their foraging sorties elevated these cheeky little birds to be classified as major pests by
the farming world, with the result that today their numbers are little short of a remnant and we may soon be
treasuring the company of this friendly, chirpy little bird.
For many years there was a colony of noctule bats that appeared to live in a row of broken poplar trees by the
stream one field back from the road. These are the largest of our bats and now very rare. They fly high with
slow beats of their 12-inch wingspan, as they searched for their diet of high-flying moths and black chafer beetles.
Harvest-time used to be later in the year than today. Most com is now sown in the autumn and harvested earlier
with combine harvesters. As we walked home from school on late September afternoons, we were serenaded
by what we always called tree cheepers, large green grasshoppers about three Inches long. They appeared to
enjoy singing from thickets white with festoons of convolvulus, but they were nevertheless very wary and would
stop instantly when we approached, making them very difficult to find.
Today, like many other of the species of sixty years ago, they are little more than a memory.

School Hikes
Memory is a strange phenomenon; we frequently forget things that we would like to remember, whilst all too
often retaining memories of happenings we would prefer to forget. Nevertheless, I have vivid recollections of so
many pleasant experiences during journeys to and from school. Living a good mile away from school, my brother
and I had to walk the distance there and back each day regardless of weather. The motor car was little more
than a curiosity that few could afford; even the cost of a bicycle was beyond the reach of most.
We would leave home at around a quarter past eight to allow plenty of time to amble along, meeting up with
playmates from isolated farms standing two fields back from the road, each carrying a satchel, which contained
not homework but lunch for the day. School dinners and dinner ladies were not even a dream for rural schools.
On hot days we had a drink from the village pump, but when school milk became available that was no longer
necessary. Small bottles containing a third of a pint were produced and delivered by a local farmer.
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On Mondays Mother would give us sixpence - five days' milk at one half penny a bottle. with one penny left as
joint spending money, with which we would buy bulls' eyes or chewing gum, something to last as long as possible,
from the village shop. In summer it was often one pennyworth of lemonade crystals. The shopkeeper had
squares of paper which he twisted into a cone, gave the bottom point an extra twist to stabilise it and then
weighed out into loose granules. If we could craftily place the coin on the scales, we got a pennyweight extra.
Although we were young and unescorted, there was no thought of being
molested, enticed, or abducted. Perhaps a higher sense of morality prevailed,
or was it fear of being detected? Criminals were not as mobile as they are
today. Our little group had the longest distance to cover, which we invariably
did at a leisurely saunter. Yet I cannot recall ever being late for school,
whereas some who lived close by would dash in at the last moment with a
sandwich in one hand and the other struggling to get into a jacket sleeve. One
lad who lived adjacent to the playground was regularly lifted over the fence
by his mother as the nine o'clock bell rang.
As we rambled and skipped to school in glorious spring sunshine, noticing the
large queen bumblebees searching for suitable nesting sites or the occasional
butterfly enjoying the warmth after a winter's hibernation, we were also
fascinated by the length of our shadows, when, at midsummer, we stood
almost on top of them. Occasionally we would witness mad March hares
playing ‘Follow my Leader’, often ending by sitting facing each other and
indulging in a frenzied boxing match. On damp mornings both sides of the
road would be adorned with large black slugs the size of a walnut when
contracted and about four inches long when moving. These were no doubt
attracted by the detritus left by passing animals. The roads and their
surrounds had then not been polluted by oil and rubber debris. Bird nesting
was another interest, although this was usually an adventure we engaged in
on the way home when time was of less importance. Sometimes we met the
groom as he walked a fine stallion around the farms. With organic farming
one was able to replace horses by natural reproduction. Today with tractors
and farm machinery one has to buy, and every year there are new models to
tempt one to change at further expense.
On occasions we were able to hitch a lift in a tumbril cart going in our direction and the driver no doubt enjoyed
some company along with children's chatter. Sometimes we would whip a top all the way to school, there being
no traffic to avoid, and at other times we would trundle a hoop. Ours were obtained from the local refuse tip a disused pond in this area. The rim of a bicycle wheel is ideal for the purpose, one can hold a short stick in the
tyre-well to push it along effortlessly.
There was no refuse collection and if there had been there would have been little to collect; ‘waste not, want
not’ was the order of the day. All burnable rubbish went on the fire; tinned and potted goods were luxuries
beyond the reach of most household budgets, whilst the electronic commodities we take for granted today and
discard so freely were unheard of.
In fact, life for the working family was so hard and impoverished that it is difficult to describe in a way that
modern generations can understand. Maybe the mural behind the cash tills in Tesco1 can throw some light. The
two little lads in the picture are my contemporaries and we have remained friends throughout our lives.

1

The Old Bakehouse at Dry Drayton was pictured on the wall of the first Bar Hill Tesco store, since rebuilt as Tesco Extra.
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Ponds
The Ordnance Survey of 1926 shows over forty ponds in and around the parish. These ranged from small pits to
the largest, some 730 square yards in area. Many were created as a result of digging clay for building purposes.
Clay, being the only mineral locally available, was mixed with straw and dried in large square soft bricks, used in
the construction of many of the old houses.
Whatever their origin, ponds played an important role in the life of the community, as it was often the only water
available before wells were dug and piped water was not even a pipe dream. As there is no river or natural spring
here, many people within living memory had to use pond water for washing and domestic purposes, some even
for drinking. Most large meadows had their own pond fenced in for safety and to prevent pollution by stock.
The water was ladled out into water troughs for the cattle, sheep and horses. Horse-ponds had a firm, gently
sloping bottom into which the horses were walked after a day's work to drink and to have their feet washed - or
rather to remove the balls of earth hanging on the long hair around their fetlocks - locally known as clagging. Dry
Drayton had two such ponds accessible from the road: one took up a large part of what is now a garden on the
Oakington Road opposite Crafts Hill Farm and the other was in the High Street opposite Phypers Farmhouse and
sloping down across the road leading into Cottons Field. In summer this pond used to be covered in brilliant
green duck weed which covered every square inch making it look like a giant green baize billiard table.
All the older farms had their own pond or ponds as a
precaution against fire, there being no water from
hydrants under pressure. Most farm buildings until
recent times were of locally grown timber and thatch
- a real fire hazard. Usually situated in the rickyard
the water also came in useful for wetting straw for
thatching, for all com and haystacks were thatched as
well as the barns and the houses. Dry straw is too
light, stiff, and brittle, but when damp it is soft,
handling and packing without tearing the hands of
the thatcher. Then wooden tools and implements
shrink in hot weather, but water will swell the wood
to tighten the joints. This method was used when the
iron rims of waggons and tumbril carts became loose,
so what better than a pond in which to soak a
cartwheel?
Amongst the other local uses of ponds, the Maddle,
where Bar Hill now stands, was noted for its
apparently inexhaustible supply of clear water. This
pond was used by the Baptist Chapel, still standing in
Park Lane, for baptism by immersion; the last such
event took place in 1870. Ponds were also used for
rearing fish, usually carp, which thrive and grow to a
useful size in stagnant water. We have about half a
dozen left in the village, the one in the Park still
serving its time-honoured role. The others have
disappeared along with the wildlife they sustained.
Is it just nostalgia or are we in danger of losing part of our heritage?
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Through the Seasons

Harvest
Times change. Today there are not more than a dozen men involved with the corn harvest in our entire parish.
But in the days before transport and distribution had been developed to exploit food resources from every corner
of the world the success or failure of the harvest determined whether there would be food or hunger for the
following year. Almost every able-bodied soul - men, women, and children - took part. When the ears emerged
from their sheaf it was reckoned to be six weeks to harvest.
In the field the women and girls wore long lace-up boots and coarse hessian aprons. The men and boys had
heavy hob-nailed boots and corduroy trousers tied below the knee with a leg-strap or lalligag to stop the bottoms
from getting wet and dirty, and also to allow freedom for the knees, thereby reducing wear. They also wore
shirts without collars, sleeves rolled up, and usually a felt hat with a brim and a large coloured sweat rag tied
around the neck to prevent dust and chaff falling down their backs.
The day often started with a water mess for breakfast - warm water was poured over broken bread and eaten
with salt and pepper. Dinner, or dockey as it was known locally, was carried in a plaited straw dockey bag, of
much the same size and shape as a briefcase. It was carried over one shoulder and usually contained half a loaf
with a hole cut in it in, filled with dripping or butter and plugged shut with the bread which had been removed.
This would be eaten with cheese or meat - fat pork or saddle of rabbit, for these animals figured largely in the
countryman's diet, especially at harvest-time. There would also be a home-made cake and a blue enamelled can,
oval in shape, which contained about a quart of cold tea. In earlier times beer would have been consumed in
quantities from stone jars. Harvesting is very thirsty work.
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Boys started work early in life scaring birds, minding cows, or tending cattle as they grazed the road verges and
grassy country lanes. At the age of 8 or 9 they were expected to be able to handle all but the trickiest horse, and
at 12 or 13 years old they would start using a plough. Harvest was a great occasion for the youngsters, apart
from the thistles and harvest bugs which caused irritating ‘heat bumps’.

Before the days of the binder the corn was mown by men who started work at Sam before the sun became too
hot. A bow of light flexible wood (usually a rose briar with bark and thorns removed) was tied part of the way
up as a scythe stick. The bow was formed at the head where the blade fitted the handle, called the bale. This
laid each cut in a neat bundle which was gathered into sheaves by the women and children and tied with a withe
of long straw. Sometimes the ears of two wisps of short straw were twisted together to form a band. The band
was wrapped around the bundle and the ends were twisted together and tucked underneath the band. This held
the sheaves secure as they were stood upright in two rows with ears leaning together at the top to allow air to
pass through and to ensure that they were thoroughly dry before storing. Traditionally ten sheaves formed a
shock (stook) and these shocks stood in the field long enough for the church bells to ring three times before they
were carted off by horses and carts or waggons.
This required long days of heavy exhausting work for both men and horses, broken only by the excitement of the
chase when some small creature - rabbit or rat, stoat, or weasel - was disturbed from his snug, dry retreat among
the sheaves. The sheaves were pitched and loaded and taken to the farm, where they were unloaded and
stacked in the rickyard. Here they were stored and later thatched until they were thrashed as required in winter
or spring. The empty cart floors would be covered with shelled corn and seething masses of creepy crawlies caterpillars, earwigs, beetles, and weevils - which the barnyard chickens gobbled with relish in preference to the
grain.
When the fields were cleared it was free for all to glean whatever was left, but a field with one shock left standing
in the middle meant that the farmer withheld permission to glean. This was a job which young people hated
intensely as it was monotonous, made your back ache and left your legs pricked with stubble. Even so, it was
essential for the well-being of the family. My father said that the family reckoned to gather a sack-full of com
which, when milled, would keep them in bread for the winter. The pay of a farmworker was so low that they
could earn more in a night's poaching than for a week's work.
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The last load of harvest was known as the horkey load and this was a moment of jubilation with singing and
shouting to tell the world, and especially the neighbouring farms, that harvest had been successfully gathered
in.

The Chaff Boy
Until the last war the com harvest was cut and tied with a binder. The sheaves were thrashed as and when they
were required, usually during the winter when farm work was slack. Some large estates had their own thrashing
tackle, but the smaller farmers had to rely on contractors. Before the war there was an abundance of labourers
willing to work: it has been known for men to follow the machinery begging for the chance to earn a few shillings.
During the war, when manpower was short, the small farmers would get together to help each other, since
thrashing was an operation needing at least seven or eight pairs of hands.
The least desirable job was that of the Chaff Boy, a position usually allocated to a juvenile by way of initiation, or
to a simple soul. This was the dirtiest and most miserable job imaginable, working in an atmosphere of choking
dust that filled ears and nose with enough muck to plant peas; working cramped in a space between the drum
and the corn stack, so narrow that there was often barely enough room to drag out the bulky bags of chaff past
the noisy vibrating machine with unguarded pulley wheels of various sizes, whirling and spinning at different
speeds, each driven one to another by belts. Cor! what a picnic for the present-day farm safety officer! Fans
revolving, riddles shaking, everything throbbing in synchronised motion; straw thrown out from one end and
corn pouring out from the other; dirt and weed seeds sifting out underneath, chaff blown out from one side and
dust everywhere.
Should there be any wind, the chaff boy would get an additional bonus, as debris swirled through his narrow
cubby-hole. The worst torment was thistle-down, particularly from the creeping sow thistle, known as gold
weed, which flourished in the cornfield before the use of chemical sprays. The silken fluff would get in his eyes,
blurring his vision. The lad, preoccupied with an incessant and demanding job, would not notice his nose
beginning to drip and becoming a wet tassel as thistle-down settled on the viscous fluid.
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When the machinery started whirring into action, the elevator would break into a monotonous ‘click-clack, clickclack’, whilst the drum built up speed into a strident moan of ‘more? more? more? more?’, its pitch turning to
‘Yum! yum! yum!’ as each golden sheaf of grain-laden straw was cut open and fed into its insatiable jaws. Its
vibrations would shake loose all the accumulated dust and pulverised straw particles, which belched out a cloud
of suffocating smoke that acted like itching powder. In the thick of this stifling haze the chaff boy would be
struggling, hooking on the large hessian chaff bags. These he shook and bumped to pack in as much of the
feather-light husks as possible. As each one filled the blown chaff would be switched into the next empty bag,
the full one being unhooked and dragged aside so that another empty bag could be hung in its place. The top of
the full sack was then screwed close in one hand to be lugged out into the open, where the light, bulky bundle
was tossed across his shoulders, steadied by the hand holding the top closed. Then a quick dash to the barn.
What a relief to gulp down some clean, sweet air! Using the free hand to hold and balance, he climbed the ladder
up to the loft from which the bags were emptied down into the chaffus (chaff-house).
On some farms an old horse would be used to walk around and tread down the loosely lying particles. By the
end of the day there would be several feet of packed chaff beneath its feet. To get the old fellow down, a section
of inner partition, usually sack-covered hurdles, would be removed, whereupon Dobbin would slide down to
floor level, cushioned by an avalanche of chaff.
Other farms could get a couple of schoolboys to tread it at the weekend. This was fun - rolling, pushing, tossing
chaff at each other, whilst floundering around in the soft quicksand up to the waist. The best way was to strip
down to your birthday suit, for there was usually semi-darkness and complete seclusion, as this saved clothes;
only the hair collected a liberal amount of chaff and this could be brushed out with the fingers.
But the chaffboy must not tarry. He had to scramble back into the maelstrom before the next sack overfilled and
caused a blockage which would gum up the works, throwing off belts, choking riddles and causing general
confusion. At the first sign of a blockage, he unhooked the front of the offending sack and thrust an arm up into
the hopper. This effort was rewarded with a sleeve full of chaff right up to the shoulder. But that was not all.
As the released hulls swirled free, they would catch his face close to their escape route and plaster his eyes, nose,
ears and mouth, with a blast down his neck for good measure.
By the end of the day, he would be shaking with fatigue. After all the noise and hustle the stillness was stunning,
leaving him giddy and dazed. His face looked as if it was covered with grey mould with his mouth outlined in
black sludge and his bloodshot eyes still shone, though thistle-down had accumulated under the lower lids. As
he placed a damp finger the tear duct and drew it slowly down his nose, there emerged a thick strand of wet
wool more than an inch long.
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My Grandfather
Several of my family have lived in continuous succession alongside the Huntingdon Road since Grandfather
became landlord of the old Five Bells public house that stood on the left-hand corner where our village meets
the A14.
Grandfather was one of those wonderful old characters that flourished in past times. In the days when inns were
more numerous there were six in this village. Publicans usually had an alternative source of income, for,
remember, popular beers retailed at one old penny per pint with best beers at three halfpence, equivalent to
slightly more than half our present penny. Old records in my possession record that on November 1st 1900 four
barrels of beer, each holding 36 gallons, and one firkin (9 gallons) were purchased at a cost of £8 5s. This was
delivered by the brewers Jenkins and Jones of Godmanchester by horse-drawn dray, taking a whole day for the
round trip.

This was the heyday of horses. Grandfather, like many of his generation, enjoyed dabbling in horse dealing and
from this a haulage business emerged. Much of the haulage work was done for the County Council carrying sand,
tar, stone, water, and earth at six shillings and ninepence a day for the use of a man and a horse and cart.
Materials were frequently collected from Oakington station and delivered for road-mending.
Grandmother, who stood several inches below five feet, was nevertheless a
formidable lady who took charge of the tavern. She also took care of Grandad,
whose presence in the taproom she frowned upon because of his taste for
barley wine.
Although he kept a pub, Grandad was not averse to partaking of a glass
elsewhere. Whether it was the gravity or quantity of the beer, or whether he
was particularly sensitive to its effects, I do not know, but he usually ended up
being loaded into his donkey cart to be faithfully delivered home. On one
occasion some young rips unharnessed his moke, pushed the shafts through a
five-barred gate and reharnessed the animal on the other side. Grandad could
never understand how the donkey could get past the gate leaving him and the
cart on the other side.
Being a willing and capable man, he was often called upon by passing traffic to
replace or fix a loose horseshoe, mend a harness, or repair waggons to enable
travellers to continue on their way. Sometimes he put them up for the night,
horses, and all. Gipsies and those with their own accommodation had the use
of the meadows behind the farm where there is now a golf-course.
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Grandfather died in 1917, not through the Great War, although he had asked for the King's Shilling to join up.
When he was rejected, he was most indignant that so many young men were being sent to France to be killed
when there were plenty of old men available who had already enjoyed the best part of a lifetime. So, he
continued with his contract work, helping with the War effort.
One day he was using a young high-spirited horse and some-one is reputed to have said to him that very morning:
"That horse will kill you!" With typical British grit he replied, "Either that kills me, or I kill that." The horse bolted
at Oakington station with a cartload of granite for roadmaking and the cart slipped down an embankment. As
Grandfather tried to control the horse, he was crushed between the cartwheel and a fencing post. By lunchtime
he was dead.

The old carrier's cart which was used to transport goods and parcels from Cambridge and Huntingdon.

My Father
My father had so few shortcomings that we all loved him long before his death stirred belated sentiments. He
was a wonderful family man, whose strong influences were projected entirely by example. never through
argument or force.
Upon leaving school at the age of twelve to help support the family, he went to work with two horses and a
plough, enduring heavy physical work until the frailty of age forced him to slacken at the age of 82. This was
despite the fact that he suffered from a war wound from the Somme in 1916 which remained open and
discharging until he had a successful skin graft in Ely in 1970. Many would have been prompted to seek lighter
work or to live on state aid for less than this. But he was brought up in the hard school - one could say "Born to
work". He had reached a wonderful compromise with the motto: ‘To work at leisure is the ideal in life’. This led
him to treat work, not as irksome, but as a pleasant and enjoyable way of life. I never knew him to jib at a chore,
no matter how dirty, distasteful, gruelling, or monotonous it might be and, upon completion of a job of work, he
would say with satisfaction: "Something attempted, something done.”
He found much pleasure and contentment in simple joys. During a life-long interest in nature he cultivated a
deep and sincere love of birds, animals, insects, and plants, both wild and domesticated. He had numerous
aviaries of exotic birds and the many running free would follow him as he went his rounds calling "Come along,
come along" like the Pied Piper. His back door was always the centre of attraction to peacocks, guinea fowl,
ornamental pheasants, various breeds of pigeon and bantams in a wide variety of shapes, sizes, and colours.
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Being a keen student, he kept pets all his life, at the same time feeling deeply for wild creatures - the slightest
suggestion of cruelty to any creature would rouse him to passionate indignation.
Plants were amongst his many pleasures. His livelihood of growing fruit depended upon observation and good
husbandry. He often recalled the hedgerows and woods of his youth which enclosed small meadows of thistles,
ragwort, buttercups and daisies and many other flowers which attracted butterflies and insects in numbers we
can only imagine today.
Supreme in the insect world were his honeybees, to
which he was devoted from his school days, until physical
frailty made it impossible for him to manipulate them
during his last few months and even then, he remained
interested in their welfare. He always handled them with
gentleness and would never crush or kill one, unless by
accident. He would say: '"Always be firm and gentle, but
always be in control."
Living in times of wonderful inventions and great
discoveries he saw changes with an intense perception,
and he could also recall past happenings vividly. He had
an extraordinary memory and could recite verse after
verse of poetry which he learned in his schooldays and
throughout his life. An avid reader of travel and
adventure with little time for fiction, he had a captivating
way of reading interesting passages to others, because
he always derived the greatest of pleasures from sharing
his joys with others, until deafness restricted his social
life to a small group of close friends. When he started to
tell a joke, the tears would run down his cheeks as he was
convulsed with laughter so infectious that few ever heard
the punch line. He was always singing, even to the end
of his life; while he had the strength, he greeted the
doctor with a few lines of song.
Good-natured and generous to a fault, he would deny himself rather than refuse a request. His wide knowledge
would be shared with anyone, even though on occasions to his cost. He just could not see faults in others. One
of his greatest attributes was tolerance, even to a degree of foolishness. During his life, with skill and enthusiasm,
he achieved a prodigious amount of work which gave him contentment and satisfaction, though it did not bring
the material rewards one might have expected. Yet he was never envious of the success of others: bitterness,
resentment or covetousness had short shrift in his life. I believe someone once wrote: “The work of an unknown
good man is like a vein of water flowing hidden underground, secretly making the world greener and more
fruitful."
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Cheques
Back in the days when all the houses at Scotland Farm were occupied by men working on the farm, wages were
at a subsistence level. This prompted workmen to augment their frugal income by keeping a few chickens, a hive
or two of bees, or a pig at the bottom of their generous gardens, all with the approval of their employer.
Livelihoods were so precarious that all united in common purpose. In fact, the whole unit behaved as a closeknit family. The days of 'them' and 'us' had not reached the farms and all realised that the failure of the farm
would cause suffering to all, since there were few alternative opportunities.
The master was also the patron of his employees, taking a profound interest in their welfare, inasmuch that he
would take their produce to market, collect the proceeds, and return them to the appropriate tenant.
One Monday morning early in the year, old Charlie's pig was loaded into the horse-drawn cattle float along with
his master's produce destined for the Cambridge cattle market at the junction of Hills Road and Cherry Hinton
Road. On his return the farmer apologised for not having enough ready cash and so wrote a cheque for Charlie,
assuring him that it was perfectly legal and genuine.
Well, this poor old farm labourer had never seen such a new-fangled IOU before. He only knew real money and
there was little enough of that to feed and clothe a family. Having never set foot inside a bank, he was at a loss
what to do with this slip of paper. So, with the astuteness of a countryman, he pushed it behind the clock on the
kitchen mantelshelf.
In the autumn, the farmer ordered some trucks of coal to be delivered to Oakington station, from where it would
be collected by farm men with horses and carts. Large lumps of dull black steam coal that burned slowly,
primarily used for the ploughing and thrashing engines then common on farms. There was enough for his
domestic use and also to stock up the coalhouses of the work folk for winter, who were charged the wholesale
rate around 3s/4d per hundredweight.
When old Charlie came to pay, he returned the long-outdated cheque. His master took it and with scarcely a
glance tore it up. That confirmed Charlie's doubts about its validity.
"I knew that thing worn't no blooming good, " he said.
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Reg
Mr. Reginald Thompson was one of our most remarkable residents. Physical work had little appeal for him, but
he made up for any shortcomings in this direction by his practical joking, which he indulged in throughout his
life. Upon being called up in the First World War, he answered the recruiting officer who asked his name:
Thompson". "0ccupation?" "Same as my father." "What's your father do?" "Nothing - and I help him."
He served in the 4th Suffolks with my father and never
ceased to add colour to the miseries and sufferings of
trench warfare, excelling during rest periods when the
troops were sent back from the front line to holiday on
French farms. He was seen to lean against the cowshed in
deep conversation with the farmer's daughter, until the
cowman left to bring in some more hay. Thereupon out
would come Reggie's dixie or mess can which had been
tucked into his tunic. A few vigorous pulls would jet a
stream of milk into the can, the lid was then shut and the
can returned into his tunic. When the dairyman returned,
our friend would be nonchalantly leaning against the door
post once more. Fresh eggs also proved an irresistible
temptation and the honeybee also received attention. The
French farmer kept bees in straw skeps. The secret of
acquiring the honey was to pick up the hive on a warm
sunny day when the bees were gathering, run like Old Harry
for a hundred yards and then drop the skep. The older bees
would return to their original hive location, leaving only the
baby bees which are less aggressive than their elders.
On one memorable occasion a large crowd of Tommies had gathered amid great excitement. A young, freshfaced officer walked over to investigate. Peering over the circle of soldiers he could see Reg in the middle
teaching English to an attractive mademoiselle, only his choice or vocabulary was rarely seen in print! Noticing
the officer approaching, Reg primed the girl with a string of expletives with which she charmingly greeted the
young gentleman, whose face flushed as he turned away.
At home haircutting was one of Reg's accomplishments. One Sunday he was giving Joe Brown, our local roadman.
a short back and sides. Having completed one side, Reg suddenly decided that his thirst and opening time
coincided. so poor Joe had to wait for a whole week before he was symmetrical again.
Later on, Reg became the roadman himself. One severe winter when Dry Drayton still had seven right-angled
comers from Black Gate to View Farm comer, the pipe in the open drain which ran alongside the winding road
became blocked so that water trickled across the road where it froze. Passing vehicles splashed it to form a sheet
of ice several feet wide with the running water keeping open a channel in the middle. As the prolonged frost
built up the ice to several inches thick, the rut became a serious hazard. When it was suggested that the roadman
should clear the problem. Reg retorted: "The good Lord put it there, the good Lord will take it away.”
He also had a flair for amateur dramatics which he used to great effect on dark nights during the Second World
War. He regularly visited one of the local pubs each evening for his tipple and during the course of the evening,
should some apparently affluent stranger arrive. Reg would venture out into the world of blackouts in search of
the rustic loo. If he found a large car outside the pub, he would stagger back inside in a simulated state of shock
and pain, whimpering: "Some silly B's parked 'is XYZ car on the path and I walked into it! Cor blast, I do feel
bad...." and with that he would collapse on to the floor. The unwitting drive, feeling guilty, would call for the
appropriate medicine for the and a few whiskies or double brandies would restore the poor old fellow back to
health - till next time.
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His crowning masterpiece came when a certain Mr. Stephens took up residence in Victory Terrace. This ex-army
man was full of self-importance. Reg could see a challenge to his position, and, in any case, what greater joy was
there than to cut a braggart down to size! When Stephens boasted he could name any variety of seed that
anyone cared to show him, Reg took up the challenge and approached the knowledgeable sage with a packet of
seeds. Several names were given. No, they were not correct. "May I bite one?" "Oh yes," said Reg, smirking
with pleasure. More names were mentioned, more seeds were chewed. Finally defeat was conceded.
Thereupon the delighted Reg gleefully informed him that the seeds were caterpillar excrement, only he used a
more powerful, rustic version of the word.

Unsung Heroes
Living in a rapidly changing world, we accept innovation quite unconsciously, but one only has to look back a few
years to realise just how great are the changes to our way of life. In the early thirties there were only three cars
in the village. Long hours of work, little transport, and an income insufficient for essentials left no means of going
to town, except on very special occasions. Household needs which could not be obtained locally were supplied
by a variety of pedlars, hawkers and travelling salesmen right on the cottage doorsteps. These tradesmen were
anxious for custom and willing to comply with the most trivial request. We had several gentlemen who would
walk or cycle around the district with bulging suitcases stuffed with soft fabrics, articles of everyday use and the
more common items of clothing. They would take orders for any material or garment for delivery next time.
They also accepted part payment which gave them leave to call again.
One dapper little man, a Mr. Dewsbury, frequently walked; when he did cycle, he leaned over the handlebars
and bounced up and down as though he were running with his feet on the pedals. His heavy portmanteau,
strapped on the carrier behind the seat, could have been responsible for this action.
Mr. Onyatt, a heavily built man, always wore plus-fours, knee length stockings and a tweed jacket. Looking more
like a sporting gentleman than a pedlar, he seemed to take life at a leisurely pace. Another, Mr. Henry Cooper,
was always known by my family as "Willy Whiskers". He was full of fun. Treating life as one big joke he tickled
the children and laughingly quipped his way through his sales banter. His nickname had its origin in one of his
comic verses:
Willy, where's your whiskers?
Father's cut them off.
Why did he cut them off?
He had to make some whisker broth.
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"Old Skinny", with his lean, rakish figure, cloth cap and grubby mac, used to travel the district on his tradesman's
cycle with a large rack on the front and a metal plate fixed below the crossbar on which "Mr. Chapman, Fish
Monger" was displayed. He usually had a basket of kippers, bloaters, mackerel, and herrings - sometimes sprats
or shrimps, which he measured in a half pint mug. On occasions he offered watercress and oranges. He also
bought rabbit skins for which he paid as much as sixpence, which made the skin the most valuable part of the
rabbit and probably accounted for his nickname.
Cream cheese was the speciality of a Mr. Pryor of Swavesey who sold this delicacy in little square pats on straw
mats, some white, some cream, others containing both like a sandwich. This man had a most remarkable car. It
was built like a boat with two wheels in front and a single trailing wheel which was used for steering with a tiller.
Its two-cylinder engine started with a straight lever which was yanked up with a jerk like a motor-cycle kick starter
in reverse. What it lacked in speed it made up for with the clatter of its exhaust as it belched out smoke and fury.
Butchers came in all shapes and sizes, there being at least half a dozen serving various members of the
community. Some had graduated to vans, others still used horse and cart, usually a high-wheeled gig. These
travelling shops carried all the paraphernalia of their trade, including a brass spring balance from which hung a
metal dish suspended by three chains on which the meats were weighed. Old Mr. Spolton, believed to have been
an NCO during the 1914-18 war, was a Sergeant Major type, complete with a waxed moustache. He, along with
Parish, came from Swavesey. Knibbs was a country boy from a family of butchers in Elsworth. Gawthrop from
Cottenharn delivered in and around the village for many years.
Travelling hardware shops in specially adapted vans with open sides for displaying their wares sold everything
from paraffin to candles, crockery to kettles, soaps, polishes, black lead for fireplaces and whitening for
doorsteps. Whatever you asked for was somewhere in that wonderful collection of household prerequisites,
festooned, stacked, packed, hanging, swinging, and jangling, filling every hook, nook and cranny, inside and out,
from floor to roof, upon which rolls of lino, chicken wire, doormats, galvanised buckets and wheelbarrows were
perched, lashed and balanced. Robert C. Brown operated a fleet of such vehicles, painted Cambridge blue, from
Sturton Street. Other oilmen, as they were known, operated their own mobile ironmongery.
Groceries too were delivered by mobile shops. The usual practice was to deliver one week's supplies and take
the order for the following week at the same time. The grocer who called on Mother had perfected a pattern of
gentle reminders which he would sing or chant, as he sat with his pen poised after removing it from behind his
ear: "Soap, soda, candles, matches; salt, mustard, vinegar, pepper; butter, marg, lard, suet." At Christmas it
would be "Currants, dates, sultanas or raisins".
Our daily papers were delivered by the same family for over fifty years. Mr. Fred Dellar of Oakington started his
news agency by delivering sixteen copies of the News Chronicle after losing an arm in an accident in 1921.
Starting with a bicycle, he graduated to a pony and trap, then to a motorcycle and sidecar and finally to a car,
serving Oakington, Girton, Madingley and Dry Drayton. The coalman was indispensable, there being no
electricity or gas, not even the bottled kind, available. The kitchen fire served not only domestic needs - cooking,
warming the home and drying wet clothes; it also served as workshop heat, melting wax or pitch, baking feathers,
warming young animals and chickens when chilled. The kitchen was often as much part of the farm as it was of
the home. Coal was also used by steam engines for ploughing und thrashing corn, heating the copper to scald
farm-killed pigs or to sterilise dairy equipment.
Hereabouts coal was delivered by Mr. Parcell with horse and cart until he acquired a 2-ton Ford lorry, index
number ACE 86 in 1934, which played a prominent part in Village life. It was used as transport for away games
by the local football or cricket teams, having a canvas canopy and rustic seats for those occasions. It acted as
furniture remover; it carried pigs, poultry and produce to Cambridge Monday Market; it carried work parties to
the airfields during the last war; it acted as a straw cart, muck cart - you name it, that vehicle did it in between
carrying many hundreds, possibly thousands, of tons of coal. George Missen started at a later date, but by then
rules and regulations had reduced the scope of services one could provide.
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Milk was sold by local farmers direct from their dirty old cows, not in nice clean bottles. Households would
usually go to the nearest farm with a jug or lidded can, until competition aroused the need to deliver. It was then
carried in a 2-gallon oval can with a lid and carrying handle hinged on either end. A half-pint dipper measured
the milk with an extra dip given for good measure, especially when the milkman was given a cup of tea.
Bread came to the village via Webb of Histon, who gave way to Bert Smith and Jonah Dellar. These vied for
custom until petrol shortages prompted them to settle their differences.
The very names of these unsung heroes bring back wistful memories of a time when service was willingly given
and gratefully accepted. The global market, advanced ideas on hygiene and electronic miracles have brought
great changes in our shopping habits, but at what a cost in personal relationships!

John Hacker
Cherry John Hacker, 1924 – 2005, pictured below with wife Hazel, lived in Park View house behind the pump next
to the pub and school. John was born and lived in Dry Drayton all his life and worked tirelessly for the benefit of
the village, serving over 50 years as a Parish Councillor, School Governor and Special Constable. John’s brother,
Bob, was kind enough to provide the original of this booklet, which has been scanned and recreated in searchable
text for addition to the Dry Drayton History web site.
John’s daughters, Susan and Judith, told us that John’s grandfather, Robert Hacker, was farm manager at View
Farm and his father, William, was horseman there. John’s mother, Daisy, was a daughter of Alfred and Sarah
Parcell who kept the Five Bells public house on Huntingdon Road. Sarah was instrumental in John’s parents
moving to Crouchfield Farm (Hacker’s Fruit Farm) where John and brothers Wilfred, Terry and Bob were born.
John went to school in Dry Drayton and then the Cambridge & County High School for Boys. He trained as an
officer in the Royal Marines and met Hazel while in Devon. Following a tour of duty in Germany at the end of
the War, John returned to work at Crouchfield Farm and married Hazel in 1949 before moving to Park View in
1950.
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